TWO OF MANY LAYOUTS THAT CAN BE BUILT WITH THIS SET.

FEATURING
FLAMETHROWER® MAGNA-TRACTION CARS
WITH HEADLIGHTS FOR RACING IN THE DARK

WIN WITH NUMBER

Set contains 2 Flamethrower™ Magna-Traction™ Cars, Officials Building Pylons, Grandstand, AFX High Performance Track, Terminal Track Color-coded Racing ID Stripes for controllers and track, 2 Russkit® Vari-Speed Controllers w/plugs, Safe Wall-Pak® w/plug, Track Elevators, Supports, Snap-In Guard Rails, Race Oil and Quicke-Lok™ Ka

WIN WITH NUMBER
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2-2

No. 24
Two of many layouts that can be built with this set.

No. 2444

Set contains 2 Magna-Sonic™ Sound Cars, Officials Building, Pylons, Grandstand, AFX High Performance Track, Terminal Track, Color-coded Racing ID Stripes for track and controllers, 2 Russkit® Variable Speed Controllers w/plugs, Safety Wall-Pak® w/plug, Snap-In Guard Rails, Track Elevation Supports, Racing Oil and Quicke-Lok™ Key.

Track Footage: 159". Track Layout: 35'x42".
**AFX Pocono™**

HO SCALE RACE SET

**FEATURES**

- Set contains 2 Flamethrower™ Magna-Traction™ Cars, Pit Area, Pylons, Grandstand, Victory Lane, AFX High Performance Track, Terminal Track, Color-coded Racing ID Stripes for controllers and track, 2 Russkit® Variable Speed Controllers w/plugs, Safety Wall-Pak® w/plug, Track Elevation Supports, Snap-In Guard Rails, Racing Oil and Quikee-Lol$.

**Track Footage:** 18'1". Track Layout: 43' x 33'4".

**Carton Pack:** 4. Carton Weight: 15 lbs.

**WIN WITH NUMBER 1**
AFX Riverside™
HO Scale Race Set

21 FT. 1 IN. OF RACING IN
4 FT. 3 IN. x 2 FT. 11 IN.

TWO OF MANY LAYOUTS
THAT CAN BE BUILT
WITH THIS SET.

FEATUREING™
MAGNA-SONIC CARS
WITH THE SOUND OF RACING ENGINES

VARIABLE SPEED
HAND CONTROLLERS WITH
BUILT-IN SPEED INDICATORS

Set contains 2 Magna-Sonic™ Sound Cars, 2
Hand Controllers with Speed Indicator and
plugs, Start/Finish Timing Tower, Pit Area,
Victory Lane, AFX High Performance Track,
Terminal Track, Color-coded Racing ID
Stripes for controllers and track, Safety
Wall-Pak® w/plugs, Track Elevation
Supports, Snap-In Guard Rails, Racing Oil
and Quikee-Lok™ Key.

Track Footage: 21’1”, Track Layout: 51”x35”.
Set contains 2 Magna-Sonic™ Sound Cars, 2 Hand Controllers with Speed Indicator and plugs, Start/Finish Timing Tower, Pit Area, Victory Lane, AFX High Performance Track, High Banked Curve, Terminal Track, Color-coded Racing ID Stripes for controllers and tracks, Safety Wall-Pak® w/plug. Track Elevation Supports, Billboards, Snap-In Guard Rails, Racing Oil and Quikee-Lok™ Key.

Track Footage:
Track Layout: 60' x 29'.

WIN WITH NUMBER 1